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Relationship labels 
 

Work to Family 
 
related family of work  

Definition: A family who is associated with a work. 
PCC relationship label: related family 
Inverse: related work of family 
 

addressee family  
Definition: A family to whom a work or a portion of a work is addressed. 
PCC relationship label: addressee 
Inverse: addressee family of 

 
aggregator family  

Definition: A family who is responsible for creating an aggregating work 
by selecting and arranging expressions of other works. 
PCC relationship label: aggregator 
Inverse: aggregator family of 

 
architect family  

Definition: A family who is responsible for creating an architectural design, 
including a pictorial representation intended to show how a building or 
other structure will look when completed. 
PCC relationship label: architect 
Inverse: architect family of 

 
artist family  

Definition: A family who is responsible for creating an original graphic 
design, drawing, painting, etc. 
PCC relationship label: artist 
Inverse:  

 
audio producer family  

Definition: A family who is a producer who is responsible for managing 
most of the business aspects of an audio recording. 
PCC relationship label: audio producer 
Inverse: audio producer family of 

 
author family  

Definition: A family who is responsible for creating a textual work. 
Creation of a new work by paraphrasing, rewriting, or adapting works by 
another creator, if the modification has substantially changed the nature 
and content of the original or changed the medium of expression, is 
included. 
PCC relationship label: author 
Inverse: author family of 

 
book artist family  

Definition: A family who is an artist who is responsible for exploiting the 
book form or altering its physical structure. 
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PCC relationship label: book artist 
Inverse: book artist family of 

 
calligrapher family  

Definition: A family who is an artist who is responsible for calligraphy 
where the focus of interest lies in the aesthetic value of the penmanship 
or graphic artistry, regardless of whether the same family is also 
responsible for the inscribed text. 
PCC relationship label: calligrapher 
Inverse: calligrapher family of 

 
cartographer family of work  

Definition: A family who is responsible for creating a cartographic work. 
PCC relationship label: cartographer 
Inverse: cartographer family of work of 

 
casting director family  

Definition: A family who is responsible for most aspects of assigning parts 
and duties to performers. 
PCC relationship label: casting director 
Inverse: casting director family of 

 
choreographer family  

Definition: A family who is responsible for creating a choreographic work. 
PCC relationship label: choreographer 
Inverse: choreographer family of 

 
commissioning family  

Definition: A family who is responsible for commissioning a work. 
PCC relationship label: commissioner 
Inverse: commissioning family of 

 
compiler family  

Definition: A family who is responsible for creating a new work such as a 
bibliography or a directory by selecting, arranging, aggregating, and 
editing data, information, etc. Revising or clarifying the content of an 
expression of a work and selecting and putting together expressions of 
works or parts of works are excluded. 
PCC relationship label: compiler 
Inverse: compiler family of 

 
composer family of work  

Definition: A family who is responsible for creating a musical work. 
PCC relationship label: composer 
Inverse: composer family of work of 

 
consultant family  

Definition: A family who provides consultation services, and often makes 
recommendations, for a related agent who is represented as a creator of 
a work. 
PCC relationship label: consultant 
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Inverse: consultant family of 
 

creator family of work  
Definition: A family who is responsible for creating a work. 
PCC relationship label: creator 
Inverse: creator family of work of 

 
dedicatee family of work  

Definition: A family to whom a work is dedicated. 
PCC relationship label: dedicatee 
Inverse: dedicatee family of work of 

 
dedicator family  

Definition: A family who assigns a work as an acknowledgement of the 
inspiration or support of a related agent. 
PCC relationship label: dedicator 
Inverse: dedicator family of 

 
description of family  

Definition: A family who is described by a work. 
PCC relationship label: description of 
Inverse: family described in 

 
designer family  

Definition: A family who is responsible for creating a design for an object. 
PCC relationship label: designer 
Inverse: designer family of 

 
director family  

Definition: A family who is responsible for the general management and 
supervision of a filmed performance, a radio or television program, etc. 
PCC relationship label: director 
Inverse: director family of 

 
director family of photography  

Definition: A family who captures images, either electronically or on film or 
video stock, and often selects and arranges the lighting. A director of 
photography for a movie is also called a chief cinematographer. 
PCC relationship label: director of photography 
Inverse: director family of photography of 

 
editorial director family  

Definition: A family who has legal or intellectual responsibility, but not 
creative responsibility, for the editorial policy and content of a diachronic 
work. Revision, clarification, or other change of content of an expression 
of a work is excluded. 
PCC relationship label: editorial director 
Inverse: editorial director family of 

 
film director family  
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Definition: A family who is a director who is responsible for the general 
management and supervision of a filmed performance. 
PCC relationship label: film director 
Inverse: film director family of 

 
film producer family  

Definition: A family who is a producer who is responsible for most of the 
business aspects of the production of a film. 
PCC relationship label: film producer 
Inverse: film producer family of 

 
filmmaker family  

Definition: A family who is responsible for creating an independent or 
personal film. A filmmaker is individually responsible for the conception 
and execution of all aspects of the film. 
PCC relationship label: filmmaker 
Inverse: filmmaker family of 

 
founder family of work  

Definition: A family who is responsible for initiating a diachronic work. 
PCC relationship label: : founder of work 
Inverse: founder family of work of 

 
honouree family of work  

Definition: A family who is honoured by a work. 
PCC relationship label: honouree 
Inverse: honouree family of work of 

 
interviewee family of work  

Definition: A family who is responsible for creating a work by responding 
to an interviewer, usually a reporter, pollster, or some other kind of agent 
who gathers information. 
PCC relationship label: interviewee 
Inverse: interviewee family of work of 

 
interviewer family of work  

Definition: A family who is responsible for creating a work by acting as an 
interviewer, reporter, pollster, or some other kind of family who gathers 
information. 
PCC relationship label: interviewer 
Inverse: interviewer family of work of 

 
inventor family  

Definition: A family who is responsible for creating a new device or 
process. 
PCC relationship label: inventor 
Inverse: inventor family of 

 
issuing family  

Definition: A family who issues a work. 
PCC relationship label: issuing family 
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Inverse: issuing family of 
 

landscape architect family  
Definition: A family who is an architect who is responsible for creating 
landscape works. 
PCC relationship label: landscape architect 
Inverse: landscape architect family of 

 
librettist family  

Definition: A family who is an author of the words of a musical or 
choreographic work such as an opera, a ballet, or other work for the 
musical stage, or an oratorio. Authoring of the words of only the songs 
from a musical is excluded. 
PCC relationship label: librettist 
Inverse: librettist family of 

 
lyricist family  

Definition: A family who is an author of the words of a popular song, 
including a song from a musical. Authoring of only the dialogue from a 
musical is excluded. 
PCC relationship label: lyricist 
Inverse: lyricist family of 

 
organizer family  

Definition: A family who organizes a conference, exhibition, or other event 
that gives rise to a work. 
PCC relationship label: organizer 
Inverse: organizer family of 

 
photographer family of work  

Definition: A family who is responsible for creating a photographic work. 
PCC relationship label: photographer 
Inverse: photographer family of work of 

 
producer family  

Definition: A family who is responsible for most of the business aspects of 
a production for screen, sound recording, television, webcast, etc. A 
producer is generally responsible for fundraising, managing the 
production, hiring key personnel, arranging for distributors, etc. 
PCC relationship label: producer 
Inverse: producer family of 

 
programmer family  

Definition: A family who is responsible for creating a computer program. 
PCC relationship label: programmer 
Inverse: programmer family of 

 
radio director family  

Definition: A family who is a director who is responsible for the general 
management and supervision of a radio program. 
PCC relationship label: radio director 
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Inverse: radio director family of 
 

radio producer family  
Definition: A family who is a producer who is responsible for most of the 
business aspects of a radio program. 
PCC relationship label: radio producer 
Inverse: radio producer family of 

 
rapporteur family  

Definition: A family who is an author who is appointed by an organization 
to report on the proceedings of its meetings. Responsibility limited to 
taking minutes is excluded. 
PCC relationship label: rapporteur 
Inverse: rapporteur family of 

 
remix artist family  

Definition: A family who is responsible for creating an audio work by 
manipulating, recombining, mixing, and reproducing previously recorded 
sounds. Remixing activities that do not substantially change the nature 
and content of the original work, and mixing recorded tracks together to 
appear as one continuous track, are excluded. 
PCC relationship label: remix artist 
Inverse: remix artist family of 

 
researcher family  

Definition: A family who does research in support of the creation of a 
work. 
PCC relationship label: researcher 
Inverse: researcher family of 

 
screenwriter family  

Definition: A family who is an author of a screenplay, script, or scene. 
PCC relationship label: screenwriter 
Inverse: screenwriter family of 

 
sculptor family  

Definition: A family who is an artist who is responsible for creating a 
three-dimensional work by modeling, carving, or similar technique. 
PCC relationship label: sculptor 
Inverse: sculptor family of 

 
sponsoring family of work  

Definition: A family who sponsors some aspect of a work. Includes 
funding research and sponsoring an event that is the basis of a work. 
PCC relationship label: sponsor 
Inverse: sponsored work of family 

 
subject family  

Definition: A family whom a work is about. 
PCC relationship label: subject 
Inverse: subject family of 
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television director family  

Definition: A family who is a director who is responsible for the general 
management and supervision of a television program. 
PCC relationship label: television director 
Inverse: television director family of 

 
television producer family 

Definition: A family who is a producer who is responsible for most of the 
business aspects of a television program. 
PCC relationship label: television producer 
Inverse: television producer family of 
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